FAQ

This section provides answers to Frequently Asked Questions about Scroll Office. Check here regularly; this FAQ is still growing.

- Are the Scroll Exporters Running in Confluence Cloud?
- Does Scroll Office Support Image Effects?
- Hide the Customize Settings for specific spaces globally
- How can I avoid blank paragraphs
- How can I disable the multi-page export
- How Can I get the REST URL before Export?
- How can I hide the Customize Settings button in the Export Schemes screen?
- How can I hide the Export Scheme 'My last export settings'?
- How can I insert an export button to a page?
- How can I preserve Page Layouts in my exported files?
- How do I get rid of extra empty pages in exports?
- How to make the content start on odd/even page?
- What can I do if my images get exported in poor quality?
- What can I do if my styles are not displayed correctly in the exported document?
- What can I do if tables run out of the page in my exported Word file?
- Where can I find my Export Scheme ID?
- Which Template Formats does Scroll Office Support?
- Which versions of Microsoft Word are supported by Scroll Office?
- Why am I not able to define my own metadata in Confluence 5.3?
- Why are my links linking to my Confluence system and not inside my exported document?
- Why are Table Cells in Tables not Exported to Office?
- Why does the Scroll Pagetitle Macro not Work in Pages Copied with the Copy Page Tree Plugin?
- Why do my exported pages have other heading levels then the Confluence page?
- Why do Scroll Exporters open HTTP Connections to Confluence?
- Why do Tables Sometimes use Times New Roman as Font even if the Scroll Table Normal Style in the Template uses a Different Font?

Besides, we have a special Trial FAQ and Purchasing and Licensing FAQ on our website. If you didn't find the right information in this documentation, or you have any other problems, please check the Scroll Knowledgebase, the K15t forums, or create a support ticket.